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s flagship column has changed from a couple guys in Brooklyn musing regarding pants to an
international style juggernaut. DON’Ts. In that period, Vice magazine’It has been eight years
since the last book of DOs & With pictures submitted from thousands of contributors all over the
world and captions written by opinionated cranks around Vice’s offices in New York and London,
the DOs &This book collects probably the most exuberant DOs and lowliest, most stomach-
turning DON’Ts now represent the most incisive and honest commentary on road fashion within
the last million years of humans wearing clothes. DON’com, and presents them unto you in a
single tidy volume ideal for the cistern of your toilet or wherever else you keep your important
reading materials.Ts from the last three years of Vice magazine and Vice.
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Not as good because the first Vice Do's and Dont's book but worth checking out We was super
excited when We saw this online, We have no idea if I was alert to vice having a second fashion
do and don't book out and simply forgot or what but I actually was super happy to see that I
could finally go through another book full of their hilarious commentary… Unfortunately, I have to
say that I was just a little disappointed in this book, at least compared to the first one. For your
viewing pleasure It is the Dos and Don'ts I enjoy look in when I'm said to be functioning, or want
to feel much better about myself, but in physical form. Mean spirited Hipster Book I use this to
occupy my period while on the bathroom .. Whether or not you have the 1st volume, that one
comes highly recommended. Occasionally the lines are blurred. still funny. A lot of the captions
are actually reaching and continue wayyy too long and just don't strike that "yes, EXACTLY"
sense the first one did. not quite nearly as good. Some captions can make you snort with
laughter. Love it Vice continues to make a book that is laugh out loud funny. They hardly ever
disappoint when it comes to fashion Not nearly as funny as the first one The first one is indeed
dead on funny, almost every other caption makes you crack up and is completely dead on.
Except for the one making fun of the dog in the cage in Korea, yeah the fact they eat canines over
there is actually funny, F__k you guys.Anyway. I was a huge lover of the first DOs & dos and
donts pretty much the same as the first one.Still it has enough funny stuff to create it worth
while in the event that you pay half price for it. For me it simply wasn't as funny nevertheless I
will read it once again b/c with books like these you can miss a lot the first time around. The
whole experience just feels realer when I could glide my fingers over these sumptuous photos.
Your most secret criticisms, published I actually was introduced to VICE in regards to a decade
ago, and when the initial DOs & It confirms for my guests their suspicions that I will only
purchase or browse picture books. Anyway, it'll cause you to laugh. Also, this is actually the
perfect coffee table publication. DON'Ts book arrived I'd utilize it as a gateway drug to get my
friends and my friends' friends addicted. Coincidentally somebody robbed that reserve from
apartment a couple weeks ago, so it's probably fate that VICE's second (and equally irreverent)
DOs & DON'Ts publication, and the next one doesn't disappoint. Like the first quantity, the second
is a new anthology of the most witty and often biting critiques of your fellow man -
fundamentally everything you've ever wanted to say out loud, but never have. Because you're a
pansy or something. It's some picture which captions ether damning the individual to style hell or
lauding them as a person with great style. Hysterical! that one - meh. DON'Ts reserve was
published. Among the funniest items I've read in a long time, the perfect coffee table book.
Extremely excited to create this my gift of choice this holiday season.
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